Integrated Public Safety
and Security Software
Serving Dispatch Needs Around the Globe with Valor CAD

Valor’s configurable solutions enable all team members to build
an easy-to-use enterprise incident management system to manage
safety and security needs when and where they happen.

Valor Systems is one
of the few vendors
we partner with who
consistently deliver what
they promise.
– Peter DeNutte, NH Bureau of
Emergency Communications

Overview
Since 1994, Valor Systems has provided
public safety and security software
applications to help local, state and
federal agencies, the US military,
universities, and global corporations
improve emergency response and
increase first responder support.

SERVICES

Valor offers CAD, RMS, Mobile and
citizen reporting applications that can
work independently and/or collectively
in concert as one unified platform based
on a client’s budget, operational needs,
and installation timeframe. With clients
across North America, Europe and Asia,
Valor offers a proven enterprise-wide,
multi-stakeholder solution that helps
command centers and investigators
operate from a position of strength.

Mission critical applications require a
managed workflow implementation,
detailed project management, increased
system reliability and user configurable
applications that allow public safety
leadership to design operational
sequences that they can manage and
are based on their needs… not ours.

Using Valor’s unique user-experiencedesign-based system, our public safety,
security, and command and control
solutions operate in a synergistic model.
Our solutions allow dispatch and public
safety leadership to connect and interact
with all first responders and other public
safety supporting agencies as events
happen — through iPhones, iPads,
Android devices, and police car mobile
data computers.
Also, when needed, Valor’s public
safety modular suite can also connect
students, faculty, staff, citizens,
customers and/or employees into one
integrated communication ecosystem to
allow for real-time emergency reporting
into the command center.
At Valor Systems, we are dedicated to
public safety.
We listen. We learn. We deliver.

Valor offers a full range of professional
services that are based on our clients’
operating needs, department budget
guidelines and technology integration
requirements.

All of Valor’s applications use a modular
format that can operate as standalone
applications or as an integrated platform
which allows our clients to add new
system capabilities as needed.
Valor uses a detailed project
management process based on an
assessment of our clients’ needs to help
maximize their return on investment,
accelerate their systems’ operational
deployment and increase their systems’
functional use.

Industries
GOVERNMENT
Valor CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) for government is used worldwide by the
US military, police departments, and PSAPs to improve their calls-for-service (CFS)
processing, coordinate emergency response and enhance the public’s safety.
Designed as an easy to use, client configurable commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
system, our applications have powerful command and control and reporting tools that
help command, communications, and first responder personnel gain awareness to
real-time (and historical) incident information to improve their decision making.
Valor RMS (Records Management System) is seamlessly integrated with Valor CAD
and other modules such as BOLO, Evidence and Warrants within the Valor Incident
Management System (Valor IMS) using a single SQL database for all modules. Valor
RMS captures the data directly from a closed CAD event and places it in an officer’s
initial incident report, creating efficient and accurate information transfer. Valor’s endto-end solution helps you and your team increase operational insight and improve
first responder visibility.

CORPORATE
Valor CAD in the corporate security industry is the basis for our suite of applications
known as Valor Secure. The professionals working in corporate security today are
an integral part of the leadership team, whose business objective is to create a safer
environment for both employees and visitors.
Many companies including hospitality, theme parks, pharmaceutical, media and
technology companies have implemented Valor solutions in their Global Security
Operation Center (GSOC) to enhance their resource allocation, reduce response
time and arrive on-scene more informed. Valor Secure enables you to manage
incidents at headquarters in your GSOC, initiate backup operations at a secondary
SOC, and even dispatch resources across the globe.

UNIVERSITY
Valor CAD also forms the basis for Valor SecureCampus: university and other school
security solutions that are designed to increase school community safety by providing
software applications that protect administrators, faculty, students and visitors.
Valor SecureCampus’ CAD and RMS solutions are integrated into the university’s
public safety communications center, providing real-time emergency response
when needed, while staying compliant with the Clery Reporting Act. Our SafeGuard
smartphone application increases individual safety by providing virtual escort options,
panic buttons, suspicious activity alerts and crime reports to the university police as
events happen.

SOLUTIONS
Valor CAD (Computer Aided
Dispatch) is a comprehensive, multiagency, multi-jurisdictional solution
that provides critical information to
first responders and all supporting
agencies in real-time, helping
them manage citizen emergencies
collectively as a team as events
happen.
Valor RMS (Records Management
System) allows law enforcement
and security professionals to enter,
retrieve, review, and analyze critical
public safety information when
needed. Our instant access, flexible
application integrates seamlessly with
CAD systems and mobile devices
providing a user configurable design
that automates operations and
streamlines workflow based on your
operation’s needs.
Valor Mobile provides access to
Valor CAD and Valor RMS to field
personnel using smartphones, tablets
and mobile computers. Whether
emergency response personnel are
carrying an iPhone, using an Android
tablet, or working on a Windows
laptop computer, Valor Mobile
brings the power of direct access to
information in a mobile environment.
Valor Alarm Unify solution
interconnects and manages all public
safety communications, dispatch and
facility alarm systems into one joint
central command operations center
through our user configurable master
panel.

Valor Systems
has proven to be
extremely responsive
to our needs, and have
implemented many new
concepts as the system
has evolved.
– Michael Kindle, 911 Services
Macon County, MO

RAPID. FAST. ACCURATE.
Rapid access to information is an essential necessity for any organization whose goal is fast deployment of
resources. In the public safety arena where time is always a critical factor, the ability to access, record, and accurately
maintain event data takes on even more significance. Valor Systems is an innovative provider of Computer Aided
Dispatch (CAD) and Records Management System (RMS) software solutions for public safety agencies.
Regardless of the size of your operations, Valor Systems is committed to providing the tools that your organization
needs to run faster, more efficiently, and with greater accuracy than ever before. Offering a unique combination
of reliable technology and customeroriented service, Valor Systems is redefining the capabilities of public safety
agencies. Learn more about our CAD and RMS solutions.
REPORT SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY WITH VALOR SAFEGUARD.
Valor SafeGuard is an intuitive smartphone application for students, faculty and visitors to notify authorities of a
personal panic situation, security request, suspicious activity or active shooter. The reporting party may remain
anonymous or provide their callback information.
Valor SafeGuard combined with Valor SecureCampus make a seamless dispatch and records solution allowing
students, faculty and visitors to communicate directly with campus police, anywhere, anytime.
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